Follow me at bobbypiton3 on Twitter
Follow me at bobbypiton on Parler
Facebook Group that I created that led me to getting asked to perform AZ data
analysis by Liz Harris: https://www.facebook.com/groups/271060410990561
Facebook Group that I created to Make the US (and IL) Great:
https://www.facebook.com/BobbyPitonMakeUSGreat
Fill out questionnaire for free newsletters and/or alerts on podcasts of different
topics: www.preactiveinvestments.com
Follow Liz Harris at LizHarrisMBA on Twitter
Included:
Email to AZ Legislative Body (sent 12/8/2020):
Write Up Sent to AZ Legislative Body (references my excel data file, please email
nicole@preactiveinvestments.com for a copy)
"An error doesn't become a mistake until you refuse to correct it" On that point... I
apologize for any grammatical errors or poor sentence structure in advance.
Good Evening Everyone,
I've attached a shortened version of an email I wrote when I was running for Kane
County Chair so that you have a better understanding of my background at the very end
if you find it at all useful (if not, disregard... I’ll get over it ;-)
Attached please find the following:
1) Meta Data on AZ voting patterns
2) Write up of the meaning of those patterns along with findings of Liz Harris
3) Write up I did to turn around a struggling publicly traded company. (disregard if you
don't need to better understand my expertise)
4) https://www.preactiveinvestments.com/team/ my bio
God
Nation
Family
Individual

In that Order... God holds Dominion over US, not Corrupt Machines that use that
Name. Without a properly functioning Nation; All is and will be lost; a Properly
Functioning Nation allows Families to Prosper and that leads to the next generation of
Individuals making our Nation better than it was the generation before.
All 48 of you are in the unique situation to impact the lives of the Entire Planet. Over 7
billion people could face very serious and dire circumstances over the next 100 years if
Joe Biden is allowed to steal this election. There is ZERO doubt in my mind, based on
the evidence, that Biden is nothing less than an agent of very corrupt forces and is
attempting to steal this election through the use of very sophisticated mathematics and
supercomputing technology that was accessed via cloud computing since the voting
machines are not "air gapped". I've run trillions of calculations on the Arizona Data
alone over the past few weeks and that is nothing compared to the processing of how
this scam was run against the Great People of Arizona and America.
Essentially what transpired was the creation of an algorithm that viewed each voter as a
"price" and the number of votes "as volume".
The formal definition in Investopedia: The volume weighted average price (VWAP) is
a trading benchmark used by traders that gives the average price a security has traded
at throughout the day, based on both volume and price. It is important because it
provides traders with insight into both the trend and value of a security.
The number of votes that were being processed by the minute (not unlike how stocks
trade) was examined to a historical database of past behaviors and votes were "shifted"
from various precincts within AZ to other areas that were "in need" of generating the
"average voting percentage" needed to win a particular race. How do I know this? I
have spent over 20 years of my life reverse engineering VWAP's and other systems in
the financial markets to develop an "Edge." Think of it as learning a probability of how
things operate so that you have a better understanding of when to bet relative to other
gamblers. Well, some very sophisticated nefarious actors hired people that had these
skill sets to undermine the Great People of Arizona and the citizens of these Great
United States.
The front loading of votes and "Gap Up" across the nation when "voting opened back
up" resembled how stocks behave when the "price" needs to shoot up attached to
volume at that price to garner the expected or "TARGETED" ending price. Turn on
CNBC any given day and see for yourself how "stocks gap up or down" depending on
"news" or where sophisticated players want them to move.
The "Ending Price" for Biden was quite elegant indeed - it created a situation in which
more votes were tallied than the number of "housing units" in the entire State of
Arizona. In fact, the voter turn was so high that the number of votes in this election was
higher than all of the population growth of the State for the past 22 years in addition to
another 166,000+ votes to fill the void. Clearly Arizona has had this fraud perpetrated
for at least 2 decades. I've tweeted the President asking leniency for anyone that comes

clean and admits they "cheated a little" or looked the other way. After these results are
certified, I, along with over 100 million Americans will want nothing less than SEVERE
consequences. I'm not sure how that will ultimately look, but here is the reality. You 48
are in a position to alter the course of American History if you vote your conscience and
your Faith. You can help restore Faith in America and in Americans having Faith in
Each other to do the right thing. Without Trust, no society can prosper as every system
will ultimately collapse as people pull back. We are at that juncture as a society.
If I had the stream-data of how things were processed minute by minute (as though it
was price data) I have zero doubt you can identify when and where the fraudulent votes
were being cast "or fed into the system" to generate the desired end result.
I know this is overwhelming and many in this Nation and the world are in disbelief, but
when all of the data and "common sense" suggest that something is horribly wrong, that
is when one's character is meant to shine. It is my hope that you do the right
thing. Perhaps, some of you are compromised and have embarrassing information that
can be released, and that is tainting your actions on doing the right thing. For those that
violated laws, this is the one time in History that you have to be brave, admit what you
did was wrong, and ask for forgiveness. No other time in History will the American
People be as forgiving if you make the Right decisions.
I pray that you do the Right thing and End Corruption in the voting process of AZ once
and for all.
I am organizing for a Constitutional Amendment in which we have a new "Bill of Voter
Rights"
1) National Voter ID (precedent exists with Passports)
2) Blockchain paper only ballots - Fraud collapses from outside forces
3) In person voting only
4) Veterans deliver votes to people that are sick and can't make it to vote in person
(who better to assist in this process than Americans of all backgrounds that were willing
to sacrifice their lives or our Great Nation).
5) Veterans to count the vote with Civilian supervision.
Arizona will ultimately be the Beacon of Hope for a New Fair and Equitable Voting
Process in America or it will be a Case Study in which many will share with the world for
the indefinite future. The data is so egregious from so many levels that I find myself
being able to discuss it for hours on end.
I did a survey on twitter recently asking people if they trusted the AZ State Legislature...
534 people responded to my survey ... 74.3% said Absolutely Not... 23% said Why
would I trust them; only 2.6% said Yes. If this is not a sign you are on the "wrong side
of the trade" as they say in the markets, I'm not sure what else I can say.

The Data, Common Sense, Public Sentiment is all signaling you are on the wrong
path... Correct the Path and Cast 11 Electoral Ballots for President Trump who
Rightfully won AZ.
Here is my webcast today I did with Anna Khait about these materials. All of them will
be going public and I will be distributing them to the entire Nation by any means
necessary to get the Truth out the American Public and the World.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hU1VBRA4ihk
I am more than happy to testify under oath remotely for this hearing to answer any
questions and to dig into the data as deeply as I need to provide people with the
understanding they deserve to fully grasp just how corrupt voting is in Arizona.
May God Bless You, Your Family and Your Friends, and May God Bless Arizona and
Our Great United States of America.
Thank you so much for your time if you read to this point ;-)
I know my wife wouldn't approve of my weird sense of humor.
Best Regards,
Bobby Piton
P.S. Email from earlier this year about my background
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Bobby Piton <bobbypiton@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Mar 30, 2020 at 8:42 AM
Subject: Bobby Piton for Kane County Central Committee Chair Candidacy
To: Bobby Piton <bobbypiton@gmail.com>
Background:
Father of 4 (edit: +1 on the way), Married, Roman Catholic, First Generation Born
American, and Last of 10 kids. My parents were the largest family ever released (under
communism you are prisoner) from a Communist Country – Poland. Fortunately they
came to America and simply wanted a chance to live their life freely. They never went
on public aid, as my dad was a cement finisher and my mom cleaned buildings
downtown. They stressed God, Family, Hard Work, and Education. I saw how hard
they worked, and it drove me to learn everything I could about business from a young
age. Aside from my Parents, my other childhood heroes were Peter Drucker, Jack
Welch, Jim Collins, Lee Iacocca, Ronald Reagan (my son’s middle name is Reagan),
and countless others that made a lasting impact on society.
I raced to finish college in less than 3 years, had my Series 7 by 18, CFA by 23, and
MBA by 28, co-founded an investment firm, and took a year off to travel around the US
and some nations around the world. I have no desire to accumulate physical wealth for

myself anymore, and everything I earn goes to my family as I have NOTHING in my
name, nor do I have a desire to. My focus shifted to help others learn how to CREATE
and bring out the best in themselves. That’s the currency that I seek to earn. Helping
others thrive and CRUSH IT is far more rewarding than money has ever been to me. I
operate best as an unencumbered Free Mind that optimizes based on FACTS and
DATA and not Emotions.
For those that want to better understand my background, I’ve enclosed a copy of my
resume and a 7 page write up for a publicly traded company that I gave advice to that
helped turn them around.
Thank you all for your time.

God Bless You, Your Family and Friends and May God continue to bless the United
States of America!
Bobby Piton

Write Up:
Absolutely breathtaking systematic Fraud is what I see when I look at this table.
The number of ballots cast was 3,420,565 in 2020 vs 1,037,550 in 1998. The Great
State of Arizona had 2,383,015 MORE people vote in 2020 vs 1998. The number of
People in the Great State of Arizona grew by 1,756,241 by my estimate. The Bogus
estimate is showing that the Population of the State grew by 2,216,503. WOW. This is
SUPER DUPER IMPRESSIVE. The Great State of Arizona had every SINGLE NEW
PERSON added to its population VOTE – 100% of all new Arizonans that entered the
State since 1998 voted (so no one under 18 must have entered) + 166,511(V24) More
People Voted than the population growth; hence the creation of Phantom Sleeper
Voters. FYI – this paragraph is listed on page 3 because it is that IMPORTANT!
Cells A3: T23 AZ Population TOTAL
Population grew from 5,062,214 in 1998 Cell E22 to 7,278,717 in Cell A22
The forecast based on long term trajectories of population growth was 6,818,455 in cell
Q22
There are about 460,262 people that are unaccounted for based on Growth trajectories.
What is fascinating about this number or difference between what the model forecast
and Census estimate is that it ties out to the number of U voters? Which I show as
463,659 – don’t believe me, check your voting files for the State.
An absolutely amazing coincidence?

Cells A26:T45 AZ Population (Over 18)
The number of People over the Age of 18 is 5,281,498
The number of Voters that “popped up” out of nowhere is estimated to be 354,983 in
cell T44. These are the so called “PhantomSleeperVoters” that I will be mentioning
throughout this material.
The population of AZ seems to be overestimated by 460,262. One of the best and
easiest ways to test this estimate is Tax Returns: Federal and State and then coming up
with a reasonable number for people that do not file tax returns.
There are a number of people that are over 18 that usually work and that shows up in
worker participation numbers. There are a number of people that are seniors, they still
file tax returns because they receive social security if they earn other income; if they
don’t, we should simply request the information from the federal government as to how
many residents in AZ receive social security and don’t file a tax return. Then there are
homeless people that have a right to vote if they are over 18, and we can do estimates
based on shelter occupancy numbers which the state should have records of.
Money doesn’t lie so determining how much money per taxpayer that the State is
bringing in and comparing that to the number of eligible voters is a great way to get true
count through time. The State knows how many people filed tax returns every year for
the past 22 years. One can simply look at those numbers and compare that relationship
to housing numbers, employment numbers, and eligible voting numbers. I think you will
discover that my estimates tie out better to Economic reality and prove my case that
Phantom Voters do in fact plague the Voter Rolls of the Great State of Arizona.
My estimate is there should be approximately 5,281,498 in cell S44 people NOT
5,636,480 in cell Q44 (people over the age of 18). I am running the numbers on the
assumption of 5,636,480 anyways so that you can see how absurd the voter data and
statistics look even with the inflated population numbers minimizing how bad they would
otherwise look.
Reported Eligible Voters Cell A50: Q68
Reported Eligible Voters is the Next Table. There are no estimates. This is actual data
that was provided by the AZ State Government on their website.
I am showing the number of Eligible Voters jumping to 4,281,262 (Q67) from 2,264,301
(F67) or an 89% (Q69) increase.
The number I cited last Monday was 44% Population Growth since 1998 up to 2020 in
AZ. More accurately, the number is 43.79% (Q24). If you use what I deem to be a
more accurate estimate, the population of AZ would have grown by 34.7% (S24). Either
way, the number of “Eligible Voters” outpaced inflated population numbers by 2 to 1. If
you used my estimate it would be 2.56 to 1 as shown (T24).
Reported Ballots Cast A79:Q87

Once again Government Data from the AZ website. You can see the number in Q87
jump to 3,420,565 (Q87) from 1,037,550 (F87) in 1998. What I find fascinating is that if
you look up in cell G67 and subtract F67, you will see the number of Reported Eligible
Voters in AZ fell 91,179 (G68) people meanwhile the number of ballots cast went from
1,037,550 (F87) in 2018 to 1,559,520 (G87) in 2000. Votes shot up 521,970 in a 2-year
election cycle. Add the 91,179 (G68) and what you are left with is a 613,149-vote swing.
Now what is odd about this is that when people drop from the voting rolls, the number of
ballots cast should decline as voters are feeling disenfranchised. But the absolute
opposite occurred. The Sheer increase in ballots cast shot up 50% in a 2-year period
instead of remaining flat or going down slightly to match the decrease of almost 5% in
eligible voters.
It is my contention that the “Sleeper Voters” or Fraudulent Registrations took place prior
to this FULL “unleashing” of Phantom Sleeper Voters in the 2020 election.
Why is this important?
As a voter, I can be more forgiving of all of you as legislators if I had discovered that you
had nothing to do with this Fraud that started 20 years+ ago and violated the Trust of
the Great People of Arizona.
That said, if you look the other way, and ignore Tangible Evidence that warrants a much
further, deeper investigation, then as a Voter and an American I would view you as
complicit if you still moved forward and certified this vote. Call a Dereliction of Duty. I
think I speak for many Americans in believing that this would be extremely sad and
disappointing and make me Extremely Resentful of All Politicians Forward.
I tweeted the following to Our President at 9 PM on 12/7/2020
The Honorable President .
@realDonaldTrump
A possible solution to exposing the Washington rot once and for all is to offer one time
FINES, Permanent Bans from Holding Office in exchange for going Public now about
Voting Fraud that Politicians Witnessed or Participated in.
Don't come forward now; Loss of All Assets (spouses too!) and JAIL TIME! The America
People deserve to know the TRUTH! It's not ideal for Justice Seeking Americans but
perhaps it could diffuse Americans disbelief when the entire Scam is exposed.
I’ve had over 83,000 views of this so far as I have re-instated my Twitter account and
am back to over 20,000 followers. I have been averaging over 1 million impressions a
day and it continues to grow even though Twitter has idled me.
You as Legislators of AZ have it in your Power to Change the Entire American Political
Establishment by coming clean. Those that didn’t violate any laws, this should be an
easy decision. Those that did, you’ll get a lot more leniency now, then if you move
forward this and the Truth is ultimately exposed. I think the American People agree with
that statement.

The Number of Reported Eligible Voters as % of Voting Age Population: Cells
A153:Q170
This number has skyrocketed from 73% (F155) in Apache County in 1998 to 98.91%
(Q155). Essentially, EVERY ELIGIBLE VOTE in Apache is registered to Vote. Kudos to
the voter drives of Apache. One can look over the columns and see for yourself, the
systematic GRIND higher which often happens when Systematic Fraud is occurring.
Ballots Cast as % of Total AZ Population Cells A199:A216
The % of Ballots Cast jumped from 30.18% in 2000 (G216) (Please Note that was the
year ballots cast skyrocketed 50% from the prior 2 year period) to 46.99% (Q216) or
55.71% higher than 2000 as a percentage of % Total AZ Population. That number is
129% higher than the percent of total ballots cast as a % of AZ population in 1998.
Absolutely breathtaking systematic Fraud is what I see when I look at this table.
The number of ballots cast was 3,420,565 in 2020 vs 1,037,550 in 1998. The Great
State of Arizona had 2,383,015 MORE people vote in 2020 vs 1998. The number of
People in the Great State of Arizona grew by 1,756,241 by my estimate. The Bogus
estimate is showing that the Population of the State grew by 2,216,503. WOW. This is
SUPER DUPER IMPRESSIVE. The Great State of Arizona had every SINGLE NEW
PERSON added to its population VOTE – 100% of all new Arizonans that entered the
State since 1998 voted (so no one under 18 must have entered) + 166,511(V24) More
People Voted than the population growth; hence the creation of Phantom Sleeper
Voters.
This is UNDENIABLE EVIDENCE that President TRUMP WON the GREAT STATE
OF ARIZONA. Do not deprive the Will of the American People!
___________________________________________________________________
Liz Harris notes after discussing results of volunteers working to prove the widespread
FRAUD in Arizona.
Project Start: Friday, November 4, 2020
Project Completion: Until deemed necessary
Scope: Bobby Piton created a sample size of over 95,000 voter registrations that he
forecast would have problems of the approximately 4,300,000 registered voters who are
on the voter rolls, may or may not have requested or received a mail in ballot and/or
have voted.
Objectives: How many people in the household voted of eligible registered voters - To
collect affidavits for any voter potential fraud, phantom sleeper voters or abnormalities.
Over 550 volunteers have signed up to canvass doors statewide

Liz Harris took the sample sizes Bobby Piton provided her with and randomly selected
names on those lists and had volunteers go to work in determining how many of these
registered voters had issues. Our initial findings show that approximately 1 out of 2
doors have an abnormality. We were able to touch approximately 700 people and
knocked on over 1,400. It is Bobby’s contention that many of these people that might
not have answered… will not answer because they don’t exist so it is difficult to gauge
how much worse things might be than what we are reporting.
Over 300 affidavits have been collected (still require notarization – can be
done volunteer notaries available) out of the 700 that we touched or over 42% hit
rate.
Affidavits collected – Voter not at this address: Actual number was 208 but
if we had similar results on sample size it would be over 28,228 people – when
scaled up to AZ population of 4.3 million, that number would jump to over
387,000 people that might not exist.
Did not vote: 207 people did not vote out of the 700 we spoke with that when
scaled up would suggest the possibility that upwards of 30% of the registered
voters in the State of AZ did not vote or 1.247 Million people.
1.3% of touches were vacant home
.71% of contacts were never registered
.71% of touches were Commercial Properties
.28% were Non-existing address
.5% were deceased.
These tallied up would result in 1.3%+ .71%+ .71% + .28% + .5% = 3.5%
multiplied by 4,300,000 = 150,500 other suspect voters in our voter files.
Tally it all up, the population that should have voted is estimated to be 3,010,000
or 70% AZ reported 3.42 million or 410,000 more voters than the data suggest
should have occurred.

